The Lehigh Valley’s Boxcar Fleet of 1925
By Ray Breyer

The “typical” boxcar of the LV from 1907 to the beginning of WWI was a group of 6,900 wood bodied,
fishbelly steel underframe cars built in several groups by several builders.
The Camel Company advertising photo.
The Lehigh Valley was one of the earlier railroads of the United States, beginning operations as the
Delaware, Lehigh, Schuylkill and Susquehanna Railroad Company in 1847. Shortening its name to the
Lehigh Valley Railroad in 1853, it had one purpose: to move high grade anthracite coal out of the
mountains of Pennsylvania’s Wyoming Valley and towards Allentown and New York.
Because of the single commodity nature of the early LV, the road didn’t have a single boxcar on its roster
until 1864, when it inherited six cars (including two “six wheel house cars”) from the Beaver Meadow
Railroad. The railroad finally built 100 boxcars in their own shops during the mid-1870s. General freight
traffic picked up by 1876, and the railroad continued building their own boxcars, as well as buying more
from small car shops around southeastern Pennsylvania. By 1880 the road had 1,315 boxcars, by 1890
7,855, and by 1900 the road owned an astonishing 18,491 cars, including plain boxcars, ventilated fruit
cars, and furniture cars. The peak boxcar roster came in 1910, when the road owned 20,919 boxcars.
Age and rough use by the USRA cut the LV’s boxcar roster significantly, until it settled into the 12,000 car
range through the 1920s. Their fleet was an eclectic mix of very old and very new by 1925, with 28 foot
boxcars built in the 1880s mixing with 42 foot auto boxcars built that year. By 1925 their fleet had settled
into two car types: plain boxcars and auto boxes. Gone were the ventilated fruit cars, Eastman heater
cars, ice cars, and “peach cars”.
In 1925 the Lehigh Valley’s boxcar fleet could be broken down into three rough categories: old, 35-foot,
all wood cars; 37 foot newer cars with steel underframes; and 42-foot automobile cars. All of these cars
were double sheathed; the LV did buy 1,000 all-steel boxcars between 1926 and 1928, but the Depression
halted their transition to steel cars until orders for more were placed in 1941 and 1942. The LV, like
many Eastern roads, never owned any single sheathed boxcars, except for a small group of 40 79000series auto boxcars converted to stock cars in 1930, and converted into plain boxcars in 1936. The
70000-70039 series survived to 1953.

PLAIN BOXCARS
7201-7600
34’ 6” OL, built by the LV in 1887
4 cars left in 1925.

LV boxcar in the B&O’s Brunswick OH yard. Eric Hansmann collection.
These all-wood boxcars were the oldest cars still rolling in the LV fleet in 1925, and were showing their
age by the 1920s, as the above photo shows. With failing paint, failing roof and running boards, and a four
truss rod underframe that can’t keep up with the sag, this car is likely on its way back to Scranton to be
scrapped.
8001-8983: 23 cars, all with steel center sills installed in 1917
35’ 4” OL, built by the LV between 1887 and 1902

An as built 8001-series car goes for a swim in the 1890s. Ray Breyer collection.
Another group of very old boxcars, this group, along with most other all-wood boxcars, were upgraded
just before WWI with the addition of steel center sills. Relatively few of the LV’s older all-wood boxcars
got this upgrade, and the program was halted by the USRA, ensuring their demise by the mid-1920s.

50601-50800: 5 cars, all with steel center sills installed in 1917
35’ 4” OL, built by the LV between 1887 and 1902

DL&W company photo, Steamtown NPS collection.
60001-695700: 135 cars, all with steel center sills installed in 1917
35’ 4” OL, built by the LV between 1887 and 1902

DL&W company photo, Steamtown NPS collection.
The LV’s home-built boxcars were usually small, since the line didn’t see a lot in the way of grain and
general merchandise traffic until the later part of the 1880s. With five foot door openings on most of
them, the cars spent a large amount of time hauling bulk coal instead of general merchandise.
66751-68000: 119 cars, all with steel center sills installed in 1917
35’ 4” OL, built by the LV between 1887 and 1902

This blurry photo shows three LV boxcars from three different number series. All are home built cars,
so except for small details are pretty much identical. Railroad Museum of PA collection.

70001-72000: 56 cars, all with steel center sills installed in 1917
35’ 4” OL, built by the LV between 1887 and 1902

Another old, small LV boxcar, this time seen dwarfed by western road cars built only a couple
of years after the LV box. DL&W company photo, Steamtown NPS collection.
68001-70000
35’ 5” OL, built by ACF in 1904
119 cars, all with steel center sills installed in 1917

AC&F company photo, Al Westerfield collection.

72001-74725
35’ 8” OL, built by ACF in 1913
242 cars, all with steel center sills installed in 1917. Some cars receiving steel ends by 1925.

AC&F company photo, Al Westerfield collection.
Surprisingly, the LV hung onto their old, small boxcar design, even when buying cars from outside
builders. Cars 68017 and 72201 were built ten years apart, but are essentially identical.
74500-77999
36’ 1” OL, assorted builders & build dates
3470 cars in 1925

(NOT THESE CARS!!!)
The 74500-77999 series was a “catchall” group made up of several smaller groups of cars built in the
1900-1910 period, mostly by the LV. Surprising for such a large group of freight cars, no photos have
been found of them. What photos there are of LV cars in this number series are always the Depressionera rebuilds of 40-foot auto boxcars into plain boxes.

80001-80400
37’ 1” OL, built by ACF in 1899
103 cars, all with steel center sills installed in 1917

AC&F company photo, Al Westerfield collection.
A few hundred early LV boxcars were larger/taller than typical for the railroad, especially cars built by
the large equipment builders.
81001-81140
37’ 8” OL, built by Standard Steel in 1903
86 cars.

In 1903, the LV took delivery of their first boxcars with steel underframes. Having purchased their first
all-steel hoppers in 1899 from Pressed Steel, they ordered 140 cars with a PSCC underframe from
Standard Steel in 1902. These cars were generally a success, especially on a railroad with heavy tonnage,
many curves, steep grades, and lots of pusher engines.

Evolution of the LV hopper, 1870-1899, showing the progression from four wheeled,
10 ton jimmy to 50 tom Pressed Steel car in only 30 years. LV photo.
81151-84158
37’ 11”, built by ACF, Cambria Steel, & Standard Steel in 1906
2904 cars.

With the success of the 81001 series cars, and wanting to retire much of their all-wood car fleet quickly,
the LV placed an order for 3,008 similar cars in 1906, spread out among three builders. By 1906 the idea
of a fishbelly side sill was falling out of favor in house car designs, so the road purchased cars with steel
fishbelly center sills. Besides the overbuilt end beams these cars were similar to cars being built for
neighboring roads such as the DL&W, D&H, and P&R.
The cars were a success, and a repeat order for an additional 2,900 copies was placed in 1907. A final
order of 1,000 more identical cars in 1913 made these 6,900 boxcars the standard car type for the LV for
decades to come. At the beginning of WWII they accounted for half of all LV boxcars, and while most were
retired during the war, six survived to the K brake ban of 1954.
84301-87201
37’ 11” OL, built by Standard Steel in 1907
2,813 cars. Some being rebuilt with steel ends in 1925.

87202-88201
37’ 11” OL, built by Pullman in 1913
985 cars.

Starting in 1924 and continuing to 1929, many of these boxcars were rebuilt with Murphy steel ends.
Some also received Hutchins steel roofs, although many retained their inside metal roofs until being
scrapped in the 1930s.

DL&W company photo, Steamtown NPS collection.
AUTOMOBILE BOXCARS
Starting in the 1880s, the LV had two 45-foot furniture cars that they kept on the roster to handle any odd
large but not bulky loads. Those cars were retired in 1907, and replaced by 300 new automobile cars in
1910. Just before WWI the LV added 1,500 more auto boxcars in three groups. In 1935 most of these cars
were converted into single door plain boxcars, retaining their double sheathed sides. Some of those cars
lasted to the Erie Lackawanna merger, but were then quickly scrapped.

2700-2799
41’ 11” OL, built by Middletown Car Co. in 1910
98 cars

Ray Breyer collection.
78000-78499
41’ 7” OL, built by ACF in 1916
498 cars

AC&F company photo, Al Westerfield collection.

78500-78999
40’ 3” OL, built by Pullman in 1917
453 cars

The Sirman collection.
79000-79499
40’ 4” OL, built by Standard Steel in 1916
496 cars

Ray Breyer collection.

MODELING THE LV’S 1920S BOXCAR FLEET IN HO SCALE
The Lehigh Valley, like far too many railroads, has been ignored by manufacturers. Besides post-WWII
standardized equipment that can be lettered for the LV, and their “pretty” diesels, there’s basically
nothing out there. So if you want a representation of their boxcar fleet in your roster, you’re going to have
to work for it.
To model the LV’s older company-built cars, use any of Labelle’s standard gauge boxcar kits (they’re all
the same except for decals). While these wood kits take time to build, they’re easy to kitbash into
something pretty close to the prototype (replace the clunky white metal surface details with far better
parts from Tichy).

LaBelle drawing
To model the LV’s steel fishbelly underframe cars as they were built, Accurail’s 1700 series kits can be
used as a starting point.

Accurail photo.
Major areas that will need to be addressed on the Accurail model are changing the roof to wood,
reversing the door opening direction (and latching hardware), and adding the beefy end sills, all of which
will require significant work to correct. New trucks are available: use Bethlehem Car Works #1208.
For the modernized cars with steel ends and roofs, use Accurail’s 1300-series kits.

Accurail photo.
This conversion requires slightly less work, mainly reversing the door’s direction and adding the end sills
and new trucks.

Modeling the LV’s auto boxcars is easy: Westerfield #7702 for 78000-78499, and #7703 for 7850079499.

Westerfield photo.
Decals for 1920s era LV boxcars are nearly impossible to find. Clover House has pre-1900 LV decals, but
nothing for the first quarter of the 20th Century. Funaro & Camerlengo has post-1935 LV boxcar decals,
but again, nothing for 1900-1925.
Westerfield #D7702 is your best bet for accurate period LV decals. Although designed for their two auto
boxcar kits, elements can be scavenged from the set for other LV boxcars. If you’re looking for a specific
decal set for a specific car and don’t want to resort to chopping a Westerfield set into tiny pieces, you’re
going to have to create your own decals.
Researching 100 year old railroading is always a team effort, and I’d like to thank Eric Lombard for his
assistance in tracking these older cars, Al Westerfield and Richard McKnight for providing many of the
prototype images used in this summary.

Detroit Public Library collection.

